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My Birthright Trip

I recently returned from my amazing Birthright Israel trip with Birthright Trip Provider . I flew in on

Airline , landed in Famous Israelli Airport in Tel Aviv. Our group met our Israeli's at the airport

and we started our journey on the bus.

We headed North and checked into our kibbutz. We had our first meal, a huge buffet of silly food and

silly food , and fruit for dessert. The rooms at the kibbutz were Adjective and my roommates were

Adjective .

The next day we went to the mystical city of City , where we learned about Adjective rabbis and

Kabbalah. We had time for shopping and many people purchased Noun - Plural , Noun - Plural , and

art.

Day three we floated down the river in rafts. Our tour guide Lior fell in. Later that day, we went to a

viewpoint where we could see the country of Random Country , and learned about the history and

relationships between Same Random Country and Israel.

Our next stop was Jerusalem, where we visited the Old City and Jewish Quarter, Ben Yehuda street, and

Verb - Past Tense at the Western Wall. Most people put a note in the wall wishing for a Noun .



We had the opportunity to celebrate Shabbat during our trip, and I was able to lead the blessing over the

Noun - Plural . We also said the Hebrew Prayer and Hebrew Prayer , and learned about the

Parsha of the week, which is the torah portion. We ended Shabbat with Havdalah where our tour guide played

Musical Instrument while we sang.

The day we Verb - Past Tense Masada was the most memorable for me. It was difficult, but we made it to

the top in time to see the Noun . We learned about the battles that took place at the historic site, and then

we arrived at the Adjective sea ! We covered our Part of the Body in Liquid or Gel and

floated for what seemed like hours. That night we slept at a Bedouin Type of Dwelling , and enjoyed a

bonfire.

Our last day we stopped in Tel Aviv and visited Rabin Square and Independence Hall, and even spent some time

at the beach, Verb - Present ends in ING . We were all really Emotion to leave the group, to leave Israel,

and especially would miss our Israelis.

I know that Israel will always been a huge part of my life going forward, and I can't wait to go back. For now,

I'm looking forward to meeting more great Jews and giving back in Chicago. Shalom for now!
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